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In [2, Theorem lo] Kolmogorov proved a theorem on mutual subordination 
for univariate weakly stationary stochastic processes over the group of integers 
which can be regarded, via the spectral representation of these processes, 
as a theorem for countably additive orthogonally scattered (caos) measures. 
In [5] Rosenberg gave an extension of this result to multivariate stationary 
processes over any locally compact abelian group, and obtained some nice 
(nonstochastic) applications of subordination. In the present paper we shall 
consider a sharpened kind of subordination, called “full subordination” for 
caos measures, and characterise this in terms of the Radon-Nikodym derivatives 
of associated measures. This is done for bounded caos measures in Theorem 1 
and extended to unbounded ones in Theorem 2. 
1. FULL SUBORDINATION 
We begin with some notations. Let (Q, GZ) be a measurable space, i.e., 0? 
is a u-algebra of subsets of Q. N denotes a fixed complex Hilbert space. A 
u-additive mapping M: 0? -+ H is called a (vector-) measure; if (M(A), 
M(B)) = 0 whenever A, B E 0Z and A n B = QI , then M is called orthogonally 
scattered (OS.). In this case m(A) := 11 M(A)JJa defines a finite nonnegative 
measure on (Sz, 02). With any vector measure M there is associated a family 
(m,: x E H} of complex valued measures, namely, m&4) := (x, M(A)). We 
denote by ca(CY, H) the set of all H-valued measures on 6Y and by caos (a, H) 
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the subset of O.S. measures. Y(K) stands for the (linear, closed) subspace 
generated by KC H. 
LEMMA 1. Let M, NE ca(O!, H) be biorthogonal, i.e., A, B E Ql and A n B = o 
implies (M(A), N(B)) = 0. Then 
(a) y(e) := (M(.), NC.)) E ca(& @> 
(b) VA, B E GE (M(A), N(B)) = Y(A n B). 
Proof. (a) Let A,, A, ,... E GE be pairwise disjoint, A := (Jim1 Ai . 
= fz i W(4), N&D 
3=1 
= ;‘rt;: ~$p) = f Y(4). 
j-1 
(b) follows from this and the finite additivity of M, N. 1 
DEFINITION 1. If ME ca(@, H), A E 6Y, let d,+,(A) : = .Y{M(B): B E A n 01. 
LEMMA 2. Let ME ca(& H), A E 6Y and x E H. Then 
I m, I(A) = 0 + x I -J@,&O 
Proof. 
1 m, j(A) = 0 o m,(B) = 0 VBEAna 
o (x, M(B)) = 0 VBcAnGZ 
0 x I ~zw(A). I 
DEFINITION 2. Let M, NE ca(& H). Then 
M is subordinate to N: GA&&Q) C .A!,&?), 
M is fully subordinate to N: O&~(A) C d,(A) VAE0!< 
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The following theorem completes the result [3, 5.171 and Rosenberg’s 
theorem [5, 1.101 for the Hilbert modules HP, HP in the special case p = q = 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let M, NE caos(& H). Then the following conditio-ns are 
equivalent: 
(cx) M is fully subordinate to N 
(/3) M is subordinate to N and M, N are biorthogonal 
(y) 3f~L&2, Cn, n) s.t. VA E CT, M(A) = SAf(w) N(dw) 
(4 Vx E K I m, I(*) -=G I n, I(.) 




d(M(.)> N-D a 
dn ’ 
a.e. [n]. 
Proof. We show (a) =S (/?) rj (r) * (6) 3 (a) and (7) * (E) + (a). 
(a) =- @). Let (a) hold. Then M, N are biorthogonal, A n I3 = 0 
implying A C BC and therefore 
M(A) E u#YM(Bc) C &N(Bc) I N(B). 
(8) * (A- BY L emma 1 {M(A), N(B)} = y(A n B) with y E ca(G?, 42). 
Let AcCZand BeAn Then 
G,,(B) = @W), N(B)) = $9, 
hence by the projection theorem [3, 5.101 
M(A) = J;+dN = J‘A$dN. 
Taking f : = dy/dn we have (y), since y is seen not to depend on A. 
(r) + (6). Let (r) hold. Then taking the inner product of x with the 
two terms of the equality in (y), we get 
whence I m, I(4 = .fA If I d I n, 0 i.e., I m, I < I n, I. 
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(6) 3 (a). For any A E 6Y we have 
x E &v&I(A)L =- 1 & l(A) = 0 by Lemma 2 
* I%Tl(A) =o bY (6) 
3 x E A!M(Ay. 
Thus AM(A) C AN(A), i.e. (a). 
(r) + (E). Let (r) hold. Then we know already that M, N are biorthogonal. 
Furthermore 
m(A)=I/M(A)j)2 =iij/dN//p =Jydn VAEal 
and the identification off comes from 
(E) =P (cx). Let (8) hold. By Lemma 1 y(.) := (M(.), N(.)) E ca(@ @) and 
<M(A), N(B)) = r(A n B). Thus q+&B) = y(A n B), i.e., dn,&y = xa 
(indicator function of A). Now let Q&3) be the orthogonal projection onto 
the subspace d,(B), B E 67. Again by the projection theorem 
Hence, using (6) 
zzz s (dy/dn) dN. AnB 
II Q,P)W(4112 = s,,, I drldn I2 dn = s,,, (Wdn) dn 
= m(A n B) = 11 M(A n B)p. 
Let A C B. Then 11 Q,(B){M(A)}J\ = /j M(A)II, i.e., M(A) E A,(B). This 
being true for all A C B, we have (a). 1 
Rmmks. (1) Theorem 1 can be regarded as a special Radon-Nikodym 
theorem for caos measures, in which the R.N.-derivative dM/dN is identified 
with 
dW(-), N(*)) d II W-II2 ’ 
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(2) If only the first condition of (E) is given, i.e., if M, N are biorthogonal, 
then there is a kind of Lebesgue decomposition M = M, + M, , where Ma , M, 
are again o.s., M, is fully subordinate to N and MM,(Q) 1 AN(Q). It is easily 
seen that M, and M, are uniquely determined and that M,(A) = j’* (dy/dn) dN. 
(3) In proving the equivalence of (a), (p), (r), and (6) it is sufficient to 
assume only countable additivity of M. It is a consequence of (y), that M is 
orthogonally scattered, too. 
The following corollary supplements [5, Theorem 1.121 of Rosenberg. 
Let E be a spectral measure on (52, 02) to H, i.e., a strongly u-additive mapping 
from 02 to the orthogonal projections on H such that E(G) = Id,, . Then for 
each X, y E H, E(-) x and E(*)y are biorthogonal caos measures and therefore 
by Lemma 1 pcLzy(.) := (E(-)x, E(.)y) is a scalar-valued measure. 
COROLLARY 1. Let x, y E H. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) E(.)x is subordinate to E(.) y 
(ii) E(.)x is f&y subordinate to E(.) y 
(iii) VA E 0, W)x = Ji (hhh,)(~) -Ww)y 
(iv) vz E H, I pLzz I(.) < I pzv I(*>. 
Proof. Let M(.) := E(.)x, N := E(.)y. Theny(*) := (M(.), N(a)) = pzs(*), 
4.1 = pyv(.), n,(-) = 14*) and 4.1 = 14*). I 
Let now (A&. be a mean-continuous weakly stationary stochastic process 
(WSSP) over a locally compact abelian (lea) group T, i.e., a continuous function 
X: T -+ H s.t. (xt , x,) depends only on t - s (x$ := X(t)). Then there exists 
a strongly continuous group (the shift group) of unitary operators ( UJtET 
on H s.t. xt = U,x,, . (U&* is the Fourier transformation of a spectral measure 
E on the dual group 0 (see [5] and the references given there). (x& con- 
sequently is the Fourier transformation of the caos measure E(-)x0 . The next 
corollary is a supplement to Kolmogorov’s theorems [2, Theorems 8-101 and 
Rosenberg’s theorem [S, (3.411. 
COROLLARY 2. Let (x&- , (y&- be two WSSP’s with common shift group 
(U,),,, having spectral measure E. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) The caos measure associated with (x& is subordinate to that of (y&= . 
(2) The caos measure associated with (x ) t teT is fully subordinate to that of 
(Y&T * 
(3) (x&is a linear operation on (y&in the sense of Doob [l; Chap. X1.91. 
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The proof is obvious from Corollary 1, regarding that two caos measures 
are equal iff their Fourier transformations are. 
2. THE UNBOUNDED CASE 
We conclude with a generalization of Theorem 1 to the unbounded case 
which is important, because in many applications (for exampIe in the Fourier- 
Plancherel transform theory, see [4]) the caos measures appearing in a natural 
manner are only defined on a certain S-ring countained in 171. We specialize 
a little bit the general definition of caos measure given by Masani (see [3, 41) 
and make the following 
DEFINITION 3. Let (Q, a) be a measurable space, m a nonnegative o-finite 
measure on 02, SYm := (A E Gpt: m(A) < CO} the S-ring of sets with finite m- 
measure and M: &m --+ H a countably additive function with the property 
<WA), M(B)> = m(A n B) VA,Be@,,,. 
Then M is called a caos measure over (Q, a). In this case we set MM(A) := 
9’{M(B): B E &%a n 2A}, A E GE If N is another measure of this kind, then 
M, N are called biorthogonal iff A E Sm , B E .9?,, and A n B = o implies 
VW, N(B)) = 0. Ag ain we have (M(A), N(B)} = y(A n B) where y: 
9Ym n an -+ @ is u-additive. Furthermore we say that a measurable function 
f: 52 -+ @ is from Lp(Q, O?, m) iff there is a countable measurable partition 
Q = c;, i2i of (Q, a> such that so, IfI” dm < 00, ‘GE f+J. 
THEOREM 2. Let M, N be caos measures over (!2, a). Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(~2) M is fully subordinate to N, i.e., AM(A) CAN(A), VA E 6?, 
@‘) M is subordinate to N and M, N are biorthogonal, 
(f) 3f~Lp(Q, C’l, n) s.t. VA E 99, , M(A) = JA f (w) N(dw), 
@‘> Vx E K I m, I(.> < I n, I(*>, 
(f’) M, N are biorthogonal, m < n and dm/dn = (d ) y l/dn)z a.e. [n]. 
(I m, I( .) denotes the unique c.a. nonnegative (<CO) extension from 9,,, to csl of 
1 m, 1. ( y 1 denotes the extension from g,,, n 63,, to 6?! whzkh is unique, too.) 
Proof. (01’) G- (p’). This is proved as in Theorem 1. 
w) * (y’). Let Q, , Qa ,... be a countable measurable partition of (a, a) 
such that (m + n)(Q) < CO, Vi 3 1. By Theorem 1 we find fi E Lz(Qi, 
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cpl n f&, n Iann,) s.t. M(A,) = sAi fi dN, VA, E tZ n s2,. f := CT=, fi is an 
element of Lp(Q, GE, n) and m(A) < CD implies 
M(A)=fM(AnQi)=fJ fcdN=fl 
i=l i=l AnQi i-1 Anni 
fdN=JAfdN 
the last equality being correct because 
JAlfladn=g/ (f,l’dn=~m(AnJZ,)=m(A)<03, 
i-1 Ann{ i=l 
cf. the isomorphism theorem [3, 5.91. 
(y’) G- (6’). VA E &, we have m,(A) = JA f (0) n,(dw) hence 1 m, I(A) = 
sA [ f(w)1 1 n, j(dw), and so (6’) holds. 
(8’) =P (a’). Let (6’) hold and A E Gpt. Then 
x E JtN(A)l G- x I N(3) VBea,n2A 
3 x 1 N(& n A n B) Vi> 1,VBE:a 
j In,l(L$nA) =O Vi 3 1 by Lemma 2 
- 1 m, l(Q n A) = 0 Vi > 1 by (8’) 
=F- x 1 M(SZ, n A n B) Vi > l,VBEa 
G- x I M(B) VBegmn2A 
=e- x E JIM(A 
i.e., we have (a’). 
(y’) z- (E’). From (7’) we deduce that m(A) = jA 1 f \a dn, VAE am, 
hence obviously VA E GE We further know that y(A) = JA f dn if A E 3Fm n i&T,, 
which implies 1 y \(A) = JA 1 f 1 da, VA E OZ. 
(E’) =P (a’). Theorem 1 shows that 
JY~(A n Sz,) C .MN(A n Qi> VAE& ViE N. 
We see that the subspace generated by ur==, &‘,(A n &Ii) is contained in 
&IN(A),VAERlfnowBES7,, BCA,AECPGthen 
M(B) = 2 M(B n Szi) 
54 
belongs to that subspace. Therefore we have proved (a’). fl 
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